Bridgeman’s rights-managed footage collection comprises new and exclusive films from around the world including historical archives, artist profiles and biographies, archaeological sites, world travel and culture.

**Search clips alongside 1 million stills on www.bridgemanimages.com**

Footage clips can be accessed from bridgemanfootage.com. If you cannot find what you are looking for, our team can provide free expert research and conduct an offline clip search. As with our still imagery, we are also able to source hard-to-find clips from our content partners.

**Exclusive Content & Limited Restrictions**

A number of the collections are exclusive to Bridgeman, and many have not been represented commercially before. A large percentage of our footage is rights-cleared, and if clearances are needed our skilled sales team can assist you with copyright clearance. For research assistance email us at nysales@bridgemanimages.com.

**Content Overview**

- **European History**
  Social history from the 1900s to present day, including WWII and history of flight

- **American History**
  Political, military & social history including the Great Depression, industry and sports & leisure

- **Ancient Cultures**
  Egyptian, Asian, Greco-Roman

- **Architecture**
  Monuments and buildings from around the world

- **Sports & Leisure**
  Local and organized sports, leisure activities

- **Art**
  Artist biographies, interviews with artists, dancers and musicians; access to numerous museums

- **Travel**
  Contemporary travelogs and shots from around the world

- **Religion**
  Art, architecture, practices and traditions

- **Military**
  War footage, NATO promotional films, aviation

- **Fashion**
  History of 20th century dress

Visit Bridgemanfootage.com to watch our latest trailer
Collections Represented

**Academic Rights Press**
Short narrated documentaries profiling artists and their master works. Includes high-resolution detail shots of paintings and museum interiors.

**American History Archive**
A rich collection of American historical footage featuring WWI, WWII, Korean and Vietnam wars, notable figures and important moments in history.

**Australian War Memorial**
Comprehensive collection of 20th century war footage from Australia. Includes WWI and WWII, Vietnam War, soldiers in Afghanistan and much more.

**Battlefields in Motion**
Virtual creations of US forts and weaponry, stills also available. Exclusive to Bridgeman.

**Beeld en Geluid**
An unparalleled resource for WWII content from the Dutch, French, British and the Eastern European perspectives.

**Benoy Ke Behl Films**
HD clips of sites, monuments and culture from East Asia. This unique collection is exclusive to Bridgeman.

**British Film Institute**
A small selection of art-based programs including documentaries on Barbara Hepworth, Karl Weschke and Bosnian war artist, Peter Howson.

**Brian Trenerry Archive**
A private collection of mainly UK based regional documentaries and home movies from the early ‘30s to the mid ‘60s. Part of the collection is exclusive to Bridgeman Footage

**Buff Films**
This exclusive private archive includes footage on the history of flight, NATO promotional films from the 1970s/80s and WWII footage.

**Chronos Media**
German historical archive featuring WWI & WWII, including Battle of the Somme and ground, aerial and naval warfare, social history including society & leisure and Eva Braun’s home movies.

**Creation Company Films**
An exclusive and continually growing collection of contemporary HD footage from Malaysian Borneo, including rainforests, wildlife and life in the city of Kuching.

**Creative Arts Television**
Full length films (30-60mins) profiling an artist, gallery, a musician or a movement filmed between the 50s and the 80s, including a discussion of African art, Alfred Hitchcock, and Calder at the Guggenheim.
David Dawson
Alongside a set of exclusive photographs of Lucian Freud in his studio, Dawson’s intimate film on the artist at work and conversation with Sir John Richardson in 2009.

De Agostini
Egyptology seen in HD. A wonderful collection of high-resolution clips, featuring treasures of the Egyptian tombs, monuments and hieroglyphics.

Devitt Films
Home movies and travelogues from the Devitt Family, ranging from the late 1920s to the mid 1960s.

Dorian Webber
HD stock travel clips of Japan, northern U.S., Canada and Thailand.

Film Images
Expansive collection of social and political history throughout the 20th century, including a vast body of Russian history. Also home to artist profiles, including Edward Hopper and Picasso in their studios.

The de László family archive
The personal archive of the Hungarian portrait painter Philip de László depicting the artist at work and at play with his family during the 1920/30s.

Halas and Batchelor
Captivating vintage cartoons such as Owl and the Pussycat and Rumpelstiltskin, and short films on da Vinci, Toulouse-Lautrec and Botticelli.

Ikono
Classic art comes to life with short films capturing the essence of a movement, a concept or simply one painting.

Images of War
Now exclusively represented by Bridgeman Footage, this vast, family-run archive of C20th war footage, including WWI & II, Korea, Vietnam and The Cold War, from the U.S., U.K., Russia, Japan and Germany.

Laboratoriorosso
A collection of HD Egyptology footage including documentaries, high-quality b-reel, 3D models of artifacts and tombs.

London Metropolitan Archives
A fascinating collection of info- docs and propaganda films in and about the city of London, from the 20s through to the 80s.

Martin Norris
HD travel clips of architecture, art and leisure activities in Vienna and Paris, with more locations to come.

Media Archive for Central England
Regional archive documenting life in the Midlands, UK, throughout the 20th century
Media Pool
Exclusive HD aerial footage of London, including rare shots of Olympic Park during construction.

Mick Hyman Archive
Exclusive collection of amateur films including: Egypt and Singapore in the 1920s, 1960s Paris and 1970s USA.

Monumental Adventures
Short, presenter-led travelogs on some of the best and the most unusual tourist attractions that London, Beijing & New York have to offer.

Moonweed Digital
Exclusive contemporary footage of the arts, architecture, people and landscape of Pakistan.

Nicolas Roeg Archive
Exclusive interviews with influential British film director, Nicolas Roeg, who discusses the many facets and challenges of filmmaking: editing, sound, art, script, and more.

North West Film Archive
Regional archive from the North West of England. Social history from early to mid 20th century.

Prisma
Historical illustrations and still images made interactive using animation and sound.

Richard Balzer Collection
Exclusive collection of animated gifs, made from 19th century phenakistoscopes, thaumatropes and zoetropes. See the early days of moving image come to life…

Sites and Photos
HD footage of monuments and locations from around the globe. Countries include: Italy, France, Israel, America, England and Greece.

Sullivan Entertainment
High quality historically-reenacted establishing shots of early to mid-20th century eras.

Travelshots
HD travel clips of tourist sites and activities in London, Parsi and Vienna, with more locations to come.

Whitechapel
A small collection of privately made films by Londons' Whitechapel Gallery. Includes profiles of new exhibitions and interviews with artists.